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Abstract

This paper proposes two new parameters� temporal group steepness
�St� and spatial group steepness �Sx�� for evaluating wave grouping� The
new parameters provide information on two important qualities of groups�
the amplitude variation of the groups and their length� both of which
have an impact on coastal problems� Computation of the parameters
involves the use of the Hilbert transform to determine the wave envelope
of incident waves� The Hilbert transform method is reviewed and shown
to be superior to other methods involving �� or j�j and the new parameters
are shown to be responsive to changes in the wave �eld due to shoaling
and wave breaking�

The new parameters are applied to �eld data to study the variability
of wave grouping both spatially� in the cross�shore direction� and tempo�
rally� at �xed locations� Wave grouping is shown to persist through the
surf zone indicating the necessity for the inclusion of nonsteady radiation
stress gradients� shoreward of the mean break point� in models of long
wave generation� In addition� the temporal change in group steepness
is shown to correlate with the increase in long�period surf zone current
modulations�

� Introduction

The importance of wave groups is well recognized by the engineering community�
Wave groups can have a serious e�ect on the stability of rubble mound structures
�Johnson et al�� ����� and pipelines �Dean� ������ Wave groups in	uence the
response of ships moored at sea �Hsu and Blenkarn� ����
 Pinkster� ����� and
can excite strong harbor oscillations �Bowers� ������ Wave groups are also
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utilized as a forcing mechanism in models for long waves both o�shore �Longuet�
Higgins and Stewart� ���� and in the nearshore �Tucker� ����
 Symonds et

al�� ���
 and others�� More recently� laboratory and �eld experiments have
identi�ed wave groups as a source of edge waves �Bowen and Guza� ������ rip
currents �Tang and Dalrymple� ������ and possibly shear waves �Hamilton et

al�� ������
This paper compares methods of identifying wave groups that are commonly

used today and identi�es some of the problems and inadequacies of existing
methods� A method of wave group detection involving the Hilbert transform
is described and shown to have superior characterisics to competing methods�
The method has the advantage of being utilized strictly in the frequency domain�
Current parameters used to describe the amount of wave grouping are evaluated
and shown to be of limited usefulness� A new parameter� group steepness� is
introduced and evaluated for its usefulness in measuring groupiness in real seas�

In contrast to most other studies which have focused on grouping in deep
water� this paper will analyze grouping in the surf zone� If the dynamics of the
surf zone are expressed by a wave averaged equation such as
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where u is the cross�shore component of velocity� � is setup� and Sxx is the cross�
shore component of radiation stress and dependent on the local wave height�
then it is evident that wave groups persisting into the surf zone will lead to long
wave generation and long�period current modulations� It will be shown that
the group steepness in the surf zone has some correlation with observed current
oscillations�

� Identi�cation of Wave Groups

In order to quantify the importance of wave groups in the �eld a wave group
detector must be employed� Wave group detectors take two forms� One form
involves counting discrete waves via a zero crossing method� Runs of successive
waves higher than an arbitrary threshold wave height are identi�ed and consid�
ered a wave group or a �run of waves�� In this manner wave groups are treated
as isolated events�

The second general form of wave group detector involves wave envelope the�
ory� Various techniques are used to determine a continuous measure of wave
height �H� or of wave energy �E � H��� In this way wave groups are treated
as oscillations about a mean value and they can be analyzed in the frequency
domain� This is the form of wave group detection that will be utilized herein�





��� SIWEH

One of the well known wave group detectors is the Smoothed Instantaneous
Wave Energy History �SIWEH� as de�ned by Funke and Mansard ������� The
SIWEH is a running time series of wave energy that is averaged over the peak
wave period by means of a smoothing Bartlett �lter� The SIWEH is found by
the following�

E�t� �
�

Tp

Z
�

��

���t� � �Q�� �d� ��

where E�t� is the energy envelope function� Tp is the peak spectral period of the
incident waves� and Q�� � is a Bartlett window smoothing function as de�ned
by�

Q�� � �

�
�� j� j�Tp j� j � Tp
� j� j � Tp�

���

A similar method� the Local Variance Time Series� was proposed by Thomp�

son and Seelig ������� It also involves squaring the surface displacement and
smoothing over the peak period� There are several di�culties inherent to both
methods� First� the methods contain no provision for removing low frequency
waves from the time series unrelated to the wind�swell record� In the nearshore
region� where low frequency waves become highly energetic� the energy time
series will be unduly in	uenced by such motions� Another di�culty arises from
the squaring of the surface displacement record� ��t�� This can be easily shown
by �rst expressing the wave �eld as a Fourier series expansion given as

��t� �
NX
i��

ai cos��it� 	i� ���

where �i� ai� and 	i are the angular frequency� amplitude� and random phase of
the individual waves� respectively� Then ��� as shown by Naess ������� contains
four distinct terms as follows�

�� a mean term proportional to a�i

� di�erence interaction terms with frequencies �i � �j

�� sum interaction terms with frequencies �i � �j

�� harmonic terms with frequencies �i�

It is the �rst and second terms which are related to wave grouping� Thus a
�ltering operation is required to remove the extraneous terms created in the
squaring process� In addition� the �ltering operation is based on knowledge
of the peak period which can be essentially arbitrary in a wide�banded sea�
Medina and Hudspeth ������ demonstrate that the determination of wave group
parameters �e�g� GF � using these methods becomes highly dependent on the
�ltering operation� In addition� these methods involve performing both envelope
detection and �ltering in the time domain� which requires heavy CPU time�
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��� Modulus Method

Instead of using a time series of wave energy to determine wave group parame�
ters� the envelope signal can be used directly� The wave envelope is essentially
a time series of instantaneous wave amplitude� List ������ proposed using the
modulus of the measured surface displacement j��t�j to �nd the wave envelope�
The method can be described as follows� �rst� ��t� is �ltered to remove the low�
est frequencies �usually �� ����Hz�� associated with infragravity band waves�
Next� the modulus of the resulting time series is determined and multiplied by
a normalization factor� The resulting series A�t� � j��t�j contains terms �� �
and � from the list above� Again� a lowpass �lter must be employed on A�t�
in order to isolate the di�erence interaction terms which are directly related to
amplitude modulations of the incident wave �eld�

��� Hilbert Transform

An alternative to both of the previous methods involves the Hilbert transform
and can be done quickly and easily in the frequency domain� The use of the
Hilbert transform in envelope theory has its origins in the seminal paper on
noise in electrical circuits by Rice ������ ������ Melville ����� was the �rst
to apply the method to deep water wave modulation and subsequent work was
done by Medina and Hudspeth ������ among others� The Hilbert transform can
be applied in either the time or frequency domains
 here we perform almost all
operations in the frequency domain� utilizing Fast Fourier Transform routines
requiring very little CPU time�

In the time domain� an analytic signal z�t� can be de�ned from a given time
series ��t� and its corresponding Hilbert transform ���t�

z�t� � ��t� � i���t�� ���

In the frequency domain the relation between z�t� and ��t� is de�ned in terms
of their Fourier transforms as

Fz�f� �

���
��
F� for f � �
F��f� for f 
 �
� for f � �

���

and so�
z�t� � F���Fz�f��� ���

Once the analytic signal is computed we can determine time series of wave energy
or wave amplitude from which we can quantify wave grouping� The de�nition
are as follows�

A�t� � jz�t�j ���

E�t� � zz� � jz�t�j�� ���

The most signi�cant advantage to the Hilbert transform method is that the
energy time series contains only two terms�
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�� a mean term proportional to the variance of ��t�

� di�erence interaction terms ��i � �j��

Thus� the squared envelope function as determined by the Hilbert transform
method directly isolates the mean and the di�erence interaction terms with�
out �ltering� The wave envelope� A�t�� gives a direct measure of amplitude
modulations that are occuring at all frequencies� Narrow�banded seas will have
narrow�banded wave group spectra �SA�f��� The advantage here is that SA�f�
only contains amplitude modulations� Hence� for wide�banded seas with wide�
banded group spectra if �ltering is applied to SA�f� only high frequency wave
groups are removed �e�g� T � ��s� and only low frequency wave groups remain�

� Quantifying Groupiness

��� Run Length

Perhaps the most commonly used parameter to quantify wave groupiness is the
mean run length� which is the average number of waves per wave group with wave
groups being de�ned as a sequence of waves whose heights exceed a threshold
value� Goda ������ related wave group statistics to spectral information in
an attempt to achieve predictability� Kimura ������ extended Goda�s theory by
assuming that a sequence of wave heights can be treated as a Markov chain which
allows for correlations between successive waves� Signi�cant improvements have
been made since �e�g� Battjes and Van Vledder� ����� and the method does a
good job predicting run lengths in deep water� However� the run length itself is
basically a measurement of groups in one dimension� It does not give an explicit
description of the amplitude of the wave groups�

��� Groupiness Factor

As opposed to the run length� the Groupiness Factor is a parameter that mea�
sures the amplitude modulation of the incident wave �eld� As originally de�ned
by Funke and Mansard ������� the GF in terms of the SIWEH function E�t��
is as follows�

GFSIWEH �

p
m��

m�
����

where m�� and m� are the zeroth moment of the SIWEH spectrum SE�f��
and the spectrum of the incident waves S��f�� respectively� In this way� the
GF relates the variance of the wave energy to the variance of the underlying
process� Hudspeth and Medina ������ point out that� for narrow�banded linear
waves� if the di�erence frequencies are exactly isolated in the energy time series�
then SE�f� can be approximated by the following�

SE�f� � m�
����f� ����
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���E�t�� � m�
� ���

where ���f� is the envelope spectral density function as is de�ned by�

���f� �


m�
�

Z
�

�
S��x� f�S��x�dx� ����

It can be easily shown that the GF computed from Eq� �� will be approximately
unity� Any deviations from unity can be attributed to the �ltering operation
applied to E�t� or to deviations from linearity�

List ������ suggests a similar GF de�ned in terms of an amplitude time
series as�

GF �

p
 �A

A�t�
����

where �A and A�t� are the standard deviation and the mean of the amplitude
function A�t�� respectively� Again� for narrow�banded linear waves the spectrum
of A�t� can be approximated by

SA�f� � �� �


�m����f� ����

mean�A� � �



p
�m�� ����

In a similar fashion� the GF determined from Eq� �� will reduce to a constant ��
������� For these reasons the GF has limited ability to describe wave grouping�

��� Group Steepness

In the following we de�ne a new parameter� group steepness� for quantifying
wave grouping� Group steepness combines the amplitude of wave modulation
and the number of waves per group in a matter similar to the ka parameter�
which is a measure of wave steepness� The parameter as de�ned herein is not a
predictive parameter� but rather a deterministic quantity which can be applied
to wave data� The method of computing the group steepness is as follows�

�� remove low frequencies from wave time series �� ����Hz�

� compute A�t� with Hilbert transform �Eq� ��

�� select wave group frequency band of interest �e�g� f � ����Hz�

�� compute spectrum of SA�f�

�� compute group steepness �Sx or St�
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The group steepness can be de�ned spatially by the following�

Sx � �A
Lg

����

where �A is the standard deviation of A�t� de�ned spectrally as
p
m�A� Lg is

the mean group wavelength as de�ned by small�amplitude wave theory�

Lg � �nLcTg��Tc ����

where n � Cg�C is the ratio of phase speeds� Tg � �m�A�m�A���� is a spectral
estimate of the mean group period� and Tc � �m��m����� is a spectral esti�
mate of the mean wave period� Lc is the mean wavelength found from Tc and
the dispersion relationship� The spatial steepness parameter can be applied to
remotely sensed data where the data has a known spatial distribution�

The temporal Group Steepness� St� is de�ned as�

St � �A
gT �

g

� ����

This dynamic parameter is a measure of the amplitude of the wave groups and
their mean period� A wide�banded sea with essentially 	at groups will have large
mean group period and hence small St� Moreover� this parameter can evaluate
narrow�banded seas with similar mean group periods by distinguishing between
high�amplitude groups and low�amplitude groups� It is expected the parameter
can be applied to moored structures and will applied here to analyze the forcing
of surf zone current modulations�
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Figure �� Grouping parameters for synthetic waves in a� �m b� m depth�

To test the viability of the group steepness parameter� Figure �a and b com�
pares the group steepness and GF in simulated waves� Figure �a shows a well
modulated synthetic wave train in deep water� If the waves shoal according to
linear theory their height will increase and visually their grouping will become
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more pronounced� In Figure �b the same synthetic waves are shown in two
meters depth and St has increased by ��� while the Groupiness Factor is essen�
tially unchanged �� ��� Since the wavelength of the waves has also shortened
considerably� the spatial steepness has increased the most �� ������

� Field Data Analysis

Two �eld data sets were analyzed� The �rst set was obtained during the SU�
PERDUCK experiments conducted by the U�S� Army Corps of Engineers in
October of ���� at the Field Research Facility at Duck� N�C� �Crowson et al��

������ The beach pro�le was characterized by a linear bar system with the in�
nermost bar located approximately ��m o�shore� Pressure data was recorded by
a cross�shore array of bottom�mounted pressure sensors located in depths rang�
ing from � to �m of water� Pressure data was converted to surface displacement
using linear theory� In addition� current records were obtained by an alongshore
array of Marsh�McBirney bidirectional electromagnetic current meters located
approximately ��m from the shoreline in the trough of the innermost bar �Thor�
ton and Guza� ������ The wave �elds considered here generally consist of long
period swell from the south along with high�energy wind�generated waves from
the north� Data for all sensors were sampled at Hz during ��hour measuring
periods centered about high and low tides�
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Figure � a� Wave records at cross�shore position ���m �top�� ���m �middle��
and �m �bottom�
 b� Grouping parameters vs� cross�shore distance� param�
eters are normalized by their o�shore value
 ������� NSTS� Santa Barbara�
Signi�cant wave breaking occured at ��m o�shore

The second data set was obtained during the Nearshore Sediment Transport
Study conducted at Leadbetter Beach� Santa Barbara� California ������� The
site consists of near planar beach topography �Thorton and Guza� �����
 its
orientation is such to encourage incident waves with high angles of incidence�
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Wave records were obtained from a cross�shore array of pressure sensors ����m�
in a similar fashion to the previous data set�

Figures a and b demonstrate the change in grouping parameters with shoal�
ing for real wave data� The shoaled waves at x����m � a �middle�� are mostly
unbroken and their grouping is more pronounced than at x����m � a �top���
Correspondingly� St has increased ���� Since the wavelegths of the waves have
shortened during shoaling� while the number of waves per groups has not changed
signi�cantly� Sx has increased to �� of its o�shore value� Groupiness Factor
has increased � �� � ��� At the most inshore position� x � �m � a �bot�
tom��� waves are mostly broken and appear poorly grouped� Here St is � ���
of its o�shore value� Sx remains twice its o�shore value� and GF is essentially
unchanged from o�shore�
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Figure �� Cross�shore velocity records at a�t�����hr b�t�����hr
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Figure �� Wave record at a�t����hr b�t�����hr
 pressure gage LA��� ��������
SUPERDUCK� Note scale change�

Figures � and � show the cross�shore current record measured in the inner surf
zone and the o�shore wave record at two di�erent times during data collection
on October ��� ���� at SUPERDUCK� The current record indicates a spin�up
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of a long�period �O����s�� current oscillation that can be termed a shear wave
or large scale eddy in the nearshore circulation �Oltman�Shay et al�� ������ The
wave records in Figure �a and b demonstrate an increase in waveheight and
wave grouping as a storm blew in from the northeast� Figure � compares the
variation of grouping parameters with time� The values of GF showed signi�cant
net increase from t��hr to t����hr only at the o�shore gage� while the GF at
all the surfzone gages showed a net decrease� Both group steepness parameters
increased at all gages� with the o�shore gage showing the largest increase� It is
suggested that the signi�cant increase of group steepness in the surfzone over
time� which corresponds to the growing long�period modulations of the wave
�eld� indicates that wave groups play a role in the inducement of long�period
current oscillations� or shear waves� measured in the surfzone�
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� Conclusions

Two parameters are introduced to quantify wave grouping by utilizing informa�
tion regarding modulation of the incident wave �eld and its spatial and temporal
scales� The parameters are shown to be more responsive than GF to changes in
the wave �eld due to shoaling and breaking� The parameters are based on using
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the Hilbert transform to determine the wave envelope from the wave record�
This method is shown to be superior to other methods involving �� and j�j in
both accuracy and speed of computation�

Analysis of �eld data demonstrates that signi�cant wave grouping remains
after waves have broken� This gives further evidence that models of long wave
generation should account for nonsteady radiation stress gradients in the surf
zone� In addition� increased group steepness is shown to correlate well with
increased long period modulation of nearshore currents�
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